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The EPSRC “Service” Centre

Why highlight this organisation this issue? Well as part of an on

Introduction
The are many self-styled “Centres of
Excellence” springing up around Europe—
often used more as a marketing tool in
the ever more difficult battle for funding
than as a validateable descriptor of actual
performance. It was therefore extremely
pleasant to encounter an organisation
which can clearly and proudly lay claim
to this title should they wish: the EPSRC
National Mass Spectrometry Service
Centre located in the School of Medicine
at Swansea.
Swansea University has a long tradition of excellence in mass spectrometry
going back to the Royal Society Research
Unit here in the 1970s followed by
the Mass Spectrometry Research Unit
and now the EPSRC National Mass
Spectrometry Service Centre which
works with its umbrella organisation the
2007 Institute of Mass Spectrometry in
the College of Medicine. Looking back,
for example, to the work of the Professor
Dai Games and his close associates
we can see the influence of the work
carried out at Swansea in mass spectrometry right across this field. A tradition which is being upheld by the
current teams under the directorship of
Professor Gareth Brenton and management of Bridget Stein.1

The EPSRC “Service”
Centre
Why highlight this organisation this issue?
Well as part of an ongoing research
project we were struggling with the analysis of certain tricky new materials and
someone pointed out that there was
an organisation whose reason-for-being
actually covered assisting us in this area...
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Submitting samples
The simple and easy to navigate STAR
(Sample Submission, Tracking, Analysis
and Results) interface is available from
the NMSSC website. This serves not only
for registered scientists to enter information about the analytes they wish to be
studied and varying levels of detail can be
requested, but also as the main submitFigure 1. Mark Wyatt of the NMSSC explains
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ment.
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■■ Molecular formula, molecular weight
and a molecular structure if you have
enough information on your sample
to provide this!
■■ Any melting points you may have
determined and solubility information.
■■ Last but not least, the relevant Health
& Safety information needs to be
provided for your samples.
You can let the Centre staff decide on
the best way to approach your samples
opting for “Let us decide” or be more
specific in your needs opting for EI, CI,
ESI, FAB, MALDI with more details if accurate mass is required, or tandem methods such as GC/MS or LC/MS.
I was especially pleased to see the use
of CHIME (Figure 2) for embedding the
uploaded chemical structures into the
web pages used for sample tracking!3
The results for our samples were
e-mailed to us in a standard PDF/A
format so that nobody should have any

mass spectrometry data was inconclusive
and the help of the NMSSC team was
invaluable in indicating in which direction
the team needed to progress to get to
our target molecules.
Thanks again to Bridget and the team
and keep your eyes open for the publications!
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